
  

VINCENNES [L-H] - 17 December 
Race 1 - PRIX DE TOURCOING -  2850m WALK-UP D305 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €51,000. 

1. DISCO - Good 2.5L third at Nantes eleven days ago in mounted company. Consider. 

2. EOLE DU PRIEURE - 6.5L ninth at Cabourg 48 days ago in a Class D autostart. Place chance. 

3. EAGLE PASS - Fair form before a rare DQ here in mounted company. May bounce back. 

4. CADOR DE BABEL - Down the field at Laval on Sunday in a Class F walk up. Needs more. 

5. ELUE DU GADE - Good 2.75L fourth here eighteen days ago in this walk up grade. Holds claims. 

6. DUC D'IDEE - Ran well at Angers two weeks back when 3.5L second. Upped in class. Interesting. 

7. EL MATADOR - Showed ability at Le Croise-Laroche when 0.75L second in a Class D autostart. Makes 

appeal. 

8. DESIR DE BANNES - Nose second at Lyon-Parilly three weeks ago in this walk up level. In the mix barefoot. 

9. DJEMBE D'ORGERES - Ran well two weeks ago when 1.25L second in a Class C walk up here. Down in 

level. Include. 

10. CONCERTO COINTERIE - Fair 5L fourth at this venue two weeks ago tackling a Grade C autostart. Place 

hope. 

11. EPSOM D'HERFRAIE - Made most to score by 0.75L here in a higher walk up level 22 days ago. Top 

chance barefoot. 

12. CANDIDAT D'ORTIGE - 20L ninth in a Class B mounted event at this track last week. Needs progress. 

13. ELU DE DOMPIERRE - Good 2.25L fourth here in a Class C autostart 26 days back. Not dismissed 

barefoot. 

14. DENICHEUR DU VIF - Faded late here when fourteenth in a Class C autostart. Others preferred. 

Summary: EPSOM D'HERFRAIE (11) made most to score by 0.75L here in a higher walk up grade. Top 
chance running barefoot. DJEMBE D'ORGERES (9) went well two weeks ago when 1.25L second in a Class 
C walk up here. Down in level. Include. DESIR DE BANNES (8) was an excellent nose second at Lyon-Parilly 
attempting this walk up standard. In the mix without shoes. EL MATADOR (7) showed ability at Le Croise-
Laroche when 0.75L second in a Class D autostart. Makes for appeal. ELUE DU GADE (5) is not to be 
dismissed. 

Selections 

EPSOM D'HERFRAIE (11) - DJEMBE D'ORGERES (9) - DESIR DE BANNES (8) - EL MATADOR (7) - 
ELUE DU GADE (5)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE GRIMAULT -  2700m WALK-UP E17 Monte. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. IDEA DE RHEVE - DQ here ten days ago in this mounted walk up class. Needs progress. 

2. IROSE SPEED - 13L fifth in this mounted level at this venue ten days ago. Consider. 

3. IKERINA - Arrives in mixed form but was tailed off here last week. Needs to bounce back. 

4. IALTA PRIOR - Good 6L third at this track eighteen days ago in this mounted grade. Holds claims. 

5. ILALIE DE HOUELLE - Disappointing after a break here last month. Needs improvement. 

6. IRIS THORIS - Solid 0.75L third at Chateaubriant twelve days back. Upped one level. In the mix. 

7. IZA DU POMMEREUX - Ran well here when 2L third in this mounted class. Shortlisted with a top driver. 

8. IDEALE D'ABBEVILLE - DQ after a break at Mauquenchy last week. Open to progress. 

9. INOUIE DOMPIERRE - Midfield here eighteen days back in this mounted level. Needs to be at best. 

10. INITIALE CASTELETS - 4L winner at Cherbourg prior to a DQ here ten days ago. Could bounce back. 

11. ISLAND CLEMAXELLE - 51L seventh at Graignes ten days ago. Minor role likely. 

12. IMPERIALE PHEDO - Showed ability at this course eighteen days ago when 1.25L second in this mounted 

level. Include. 

13. ISLANDE MIKA - Solid 1.75L second here in this mounted class beating multiple re-opposing rivals. 

Leading contender. 

14. INOA DE SOMOZA - Running fairly before a DQ at this track a month ago. May show more now. 

15. ISTRIA - Fair fifth here eighteen days ago in this mounted company. Driver in good form. Consider. 

Summary: ISLANDE MIKA (13) produced a solid mounted 1.75L second at this circuit beating multiple re-
opposing rivals. Leading contender. IMPERIALE PHEDO (12) showed ability here when 1.25L runner-up at 
this mounted level. Include. IRIS THORIS (6) was a good 0.75L third at Chateaubriant. Upped one level and 
is in the mix. IZA DU POMMEREUX (7) ran well here finishing 2L third in this mounted class. Shortlist securing 
a top driver. 

Selections 

ISLANDE MIKA (13) - IMPERIALE PHEDO (12) - IRIS THORIS (6) - IZA DU POMMEREUX (7)  



Race 3 - PRIX DE FUSTIGNAC -  2850m WALK-UP E21 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. INTERACTIVE - DQ in this walk up grade at this track a fortnight ago. Needs to be at best. 

2. IRENE FLASH - 4.25L seventh here two weeks ago in this walk up level. Can build on that effort. 

3. ILLUSION DU RUEL - 10L eighth at Chartres two weeks back in this class. Needs progress. 

4. IN RACE LORRAINE - 12L eighth at this course last week in this level. Has ability on best form. 

5. ISERIA GRIFF - Good 1.25L third at Graignes ten days ago in this standard. In the mix. 

6. IROMEE - Good autostart second here prior to a tenth under similar conditions. Unreliable. 

7. INFANTE DU BUISSON - Ran well at this venue three weeks ago when 2.5L runner-up in this walk up 

grade. Include. 

8. ILLUSION - DQ on last two outings. Needs to keep stride for place claims. 

9. IRIA DU POMMEREUX - Arrives in mixed autostart form but holds each-way hope if at best. 

10. ILE DESERTE - Fair 4.25L third here last week in this walk up company. Driver in good form. Consider. 

11. ICE CITRUS - Good 3L fourth at this track 24 days back in a Class E fillies autostart. Interesting. 

12. INVINCIBLE QUEEN - Solid 0.75L second at this venue a month ago in this walk up grade. Shortlisted. 

13. IMAGE DU RIL - Down the field at this course 24 days ago in autostart company. Minor role likely. 

Summary: INFANTE DU BUISSON (7) ran well at this venue three weeks ago when 2.5L runner-up in this 
walk up grade. Serious player. INVINCIBLE QUEEN (12) posted a solid 0.75L second here attempting walk 
up class. Shortlist. ISERIA GRIFF (5) finished a good 1.25L third at Graignes ten days ago tackling this 
standard. In the mix. ILE DESERTE (10) was a fair 4.25L third here last week among this walk up company. 
Driver in good form. Consider. 

Selections 

INFANTE DU BUISSON (7) - INVINCIBLE QUEEN (12) - ISERIA GRIFF (5) - ILE DESERTE (10)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE MACHILLY -  2700m WALK-UP E17 Monte. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. IGOR DU PARC - Fair 8.5L fifth on debut at Cherbourg six weeks ago. Open to progress. 

2. ISSAMBRES FIX - Took a step forward when 3.25L fifth here nine days ago. May build on that effort. 

3. INVICTUS DU MONT - 25L ninth of sixteen at this track nine days ago in this mounted class. Needs more. 

4. INSIGHT SPOKEN - Cordemais mounted third before a DQ at Nantes on Sunday. Needs a bit more. 

5. ILCOURT DU RENARD - Arrives in poor form with DQ on last four attempts. Minor role likely. 

6. IX THE BEST - Fair 4.25L fourth at Graignes two outings ago. DQ since here. Could bounce back. 

7. ILLENC DES BOSC - Down the field at this track in a Grade E driven walk up. Mounted debut. 

8. ISVANJO D'AZUR - Fair 10L third at this course five weeks ago in this mounted level. Holds claims. 

9. IDAO DES NOUES - Not disgraced here seventeen days ago when 9.5L fourth in this mounted grade. 

Interesting. 

10. IGO CLEA - 12L ninth at Chartres a fortnight ago. Lightly raced and open to progress. 

11. ICIANO - DQ at this venue last week in this standard. Minor role likely. 

12. INVICTUS LE GRAND - La Capelle winner prior to a 16L eighth here in this class last month. May bounce 

back. 

13. INDY DE JYR - Fair 7.5L fourth at this venue four weeks back in this mounted grade. Consider. 

14. IBIS DES ECUS - 0.25L winner of a Graignes Class F mounted race before a good second here. Likely 

player. 

15. IDEAL DU SURF - Fair 9L third at this track seventeen days ago in this level. Holds claims. 

Summary: IBIS DES ECUS (14) was a 0.25L winner of a Graignes Class F mounted race before a good 
second at this circuit. Likely player. IDEAL DU SURF (15) produced a fair 9L third here seventeen days ago 
in this grade. Holds claims. ISVANJO D'AZUR (8) managed a creditable 10L third at this mounted level and 
course. Interesting runner. IDAO DES NOUES (9) was not disgraced here when 9.5L fourth attempting this 
mounted standard. Consider. 

Selections 

IBIS DES ECUS (14) - IDEAL DU SURF (15) - ISVANJO D'AZUR (8) - IDAO DES NOUES (9)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE QUISSAC -  2175m WALK-UP E36 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. HALIYAA DE JOUDES - DQ at Reims three weeks ago in a Class F fillies walk up. Needs to show best 

form. 

2. HIGH FASHION - 15L seventh at Mauquenchy seventeen days back in this class. Needs more. 

3. HEDENN LOVE DE REM - 19L ninth at Le Croise-Laroche nineteen days back in autostart company. May 

improve. 

4. HEATHER DU QUENNE - Cordemais winner before a DQ here last week. Could bounce back and worth 

including. 

5. HARLEY GEMA - Laval winner in this level before a DQ at this venue last week. Interesting. 

6. HORCHATA - 7L sixth at Graignes ten days ago in a Class E autostart. Can progress barefoot. 

7. HEROINE DES LANDES - 5.25L ninth at this course last week in this standard. Place likely best. 

8. HAVANE DE CHENU - DQ at halfway here a fortnight ago in mounted company. Place hope barefoot. 

9. HELSINKI - Scored by 2.5L at this course in an autostart claimer. Interesting upped in class. 

10. HASCHELEY BERRY - Found success by a nose at Le Croise-Laroche nineteen days ago (autostart). 

Thereabouts. 

11. HARMONIE DE CIGNE - 0.75L winner of a Chartres walk up in this level a fortnight ago. Makes appeal. 

12. HIGH PROPULSION - 8.5L Laval winner in this grade prior to a DQ under the same conditions. Can 

bounce back. 

13. HANNA BRILLOUARD - Scored by 1.75L at Laval four weeks ago. Upped one level but driver worth 

noting. 

14. HOLLY GREEN - Down the field at this track eighteen days back in a Class E autostart. Needs to be at 

best. 

15. HERMINE DU FAN - 7.25L tenth at this venue nine days ago in this class. Place likely best. 

16. HOTLINE DE CARSI - Good and consistent form before a DQ at Amiens 26 days ago. Not ruled out 

barefoot. 

Summary: HARMONIE DE CIGNE (11) was a 0.75L winner of a Chartres walk up in this grade a fortnight 
ago. Makes for appeal. HIGH PROPULSION (12) caught the eye when an 8.5L Laval winner at this level prior 
to a DQ under the same conditions. Can bounce back. HOTLINE DE CARSI (16) was consistent before a DQ 
at Amiens. Not to be ruled out racing barefoot. HANNA BRILLOUARD (13) scored by 1.75L at Laval. Upped 
one level however driver is worth noting. Include. 

Selections 

HARMONIE DE CIGNE (11) - HIGH PROPULSION (12) - HOTLINE DE CARSI (16) - HANNA 
BRILLOUARD (13)  



Race 6 - PRIX DU NEUBOURG -  2850m WALK-UP B170 RST E Monte. Purse EUR €50,000. 

1. ECCO C N - Late DQ when in contention here four weeks ago in this mounted class. May progress. 

2. CYRANO DE B. - Winner in August at Bollnas (SWE) tackling autostart company. Interesting on French 

debut. 

3. GRETA DU CHATELET - 8.5L sixth at this track sixteen days ago in a Class C mounted race. Needs more. 

4. GRINGO SAVA - 12L fifth at this course a fortnight ago. Upped one level but holds a fair record here. 

5. GIANT MESLOIS - Fair 6.5L fourth at this venue two weeks back in a Class C mounted contest. Interesting. 

6. GO GO GIGI - Showed ability at this course when 4.25L third. Upped one grade. Holds claims. 

7. GOLD DE CHIMAY - 5.5L eighth here nine days ago in a driven walk up tackling this level. Needs progress. 

8. ARAMIS EK - Faded rapidly here four weeks back when 14L eighth in this mounted grade. Could improve. 

9. GINAI DES EPINES - Nose third tackling this mounted level at this track three weeks ago. In the mix 

barefoot. 

10. GALIPETTE PIERJI - Bids for a hat-trick after victories at Enghien and here. Leading contender without 

shoes. 

11. GOLD RIVER - Consistent type who ran 5.5L third here last month. Holds a promising mounted profile. 

Summary: GALIPETTE PIERJI (10) bids for a hat trick after victories at Enghien and here. Leading contender 
without shoes. GOLD RIVER (11) is consistent and ran 5.5L third at this circuit. Holds a promising mounted 
profile. Include. GINAI DES EPINES (9) posted a nose third tackling a similar mounted level at the same track. 
In the mix running barefoot. GO GO GIGI (6) showed ability over this course when 4.25L third. Upped one 
grade. Holds claims. 

Selections 

GALIPETTE PIERJI (10) - GOLD RIVER (11) - GINAI DES EPINES (9) - GO GO GIGI (6)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE JONCHERY -  2700m WALK-UP D95 Harness. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. GROUPIE DU QUENNE - Fair 7.5L fifth at Mauquenchy last week. Upped one grade. Place likely best. 

2. GOOD LUCK TIT - Vichy winner three outings back but has struggled on two starts so far this season. 

3. GOOD NEWS - Not disgraced here two weeks ago when 3.25L seventh in this grade. Interesting without 

shoes. 

4. GIROLATA QUICK - Good form in this standard here before a below par tenth at this track two weeks ago. 

May bounce back. 

5. GLOIRE DU PERCHE - DQ at Bordeaux twelve days ago in a Class D autostart. Has ability if showing best. 

6. GULE DE HOUELLE - Fair 1.25L sixth here last Saturday tackling a Class D autostart. Consider racing 

barefoot. 

7. GALACTEE DE CHENU - Good 0.75L runner-up effort here two weeks ago in this walk up level. Shortlisted 

barefoot. 

8. GAETANE WOOD - Solid 0.75L third in similar company here two weeks ago. Holds claims. 

9. GRACE A TOI JILME - 7L seventh at Lyon-Parilly three weeks back attempting a Class A walk up. Place 

hope if at best. 

10. GRANDE SOIREE - Fair 5.5L third at this venue four weeks ago in similar company. Consider without 

shoes. 

11. GELINOTTE DU RIB - Arrives in poor form and hard to make a case for. 

Summary: GALACTEE DE CHENU (7) produced a good 0.75L runner-up effort here in the same walk up 
level. Shortlist racing barefoot. GULE DE HOUELLE (6) ran a fair 1.25L sixth on this track last Saturday 
tackling a Class D autostart. Consider without shoes. GAETANE WOOD (8) posted a solid 0.75L third in 
similar company over this course and distance. Holds claims. GRANDE SOIREE (10) was a 5.5L third 
attempting the journey at this grade. Consider without shoes. GOOD NEWS (3) could place. 

Selections 

GALACTEE DE CHENU (7) - GULE DE HOUELLE (6) - GAETANE WOOD (8) - GRANDE SOIREE (10) - 
GOOD NEWS (3)  



Race 8 - PRIX DE DIVONNE-LES-BAINS -  2100m MOBILE D67 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HAPPY DE LA COTE - 4.25L seventh at this in walk up company. Interesting for a top driver and trainer 

duo. 

2. HASPARREN - 3L fourth at this track five weeks back in a Class D mounted event. Consider without shoes. 

3. HADOL DU PALMA - Solid 0.5L third at this course in this autostart level on Sunday. Makes appeal 

barefoot. 

4. HOVE PONT VAUTIER - Course winner here in this grade prior to a pair of DQ. Could bounce back. 

5. HOUSTON PAJELO - Fair 5.25L sixth here eleven days ago in a walk up. Good record without shoes. Not 

dismissed. 

6. HOOPER DES CHASSES - 5.5L seventh at this venue eleven days ago. May enjoy returning to an 

autostart. 

7. HAPPYJO DE LIGNY - 1.25L winner of an autostart in this level here a fortnight ago. Shortlisted. 

8. HELIOS SI - DQ in a Class A walk up at Argentan six weeks ago. Fair autostart record. Worth a second 

look. 

9. HECTOR DE BASSIERE - Arrives in poor form and a minor role is likely. 

Summary: HADOL DU PALMA (3) produced a solid 0.5L third at this course in a similar autostart level. Makes 
plenty of appeal running barefoot. HASPARREN (2) ran well when 3L fourth at the same track in a Class D 
mounted event. Consider without shoes. HAPPYJO DE LIGNY (7) was a 1.25L winner of an autostart at this 
standard here. Shortlist. HOUSTON PAJELO (5) delivered a fair 5.25L sixth at the same track in walk up 
company. Holds a good record without shoes. Not to be ruled out. 

Selections 

HADOL DU PALMA (3) - HASPARREN (2) - HAPPYJO DE LIGNY (7) - HOUSTON PAJELO (5) 

 


